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Abstract7

Control of the natural resonance frequency of an RF cavity is essential for ac-8

celerator structures due to their high cavity sensitivity to internal and external9

vibrations and the dependency of resonant frequency on temperature changes.10

Due to the relatively high radio frequencies involved (MHz to GHz), direct11

measurement of the resonant frequency for real-time control is not possible by12

using conventional microcontroller hardware. So far, all operational cavities are13

tuned using phase comparison techniques. The temperature dependent phase14

measurements render this technique labor and time intensive. To eliminate the15

phase measurement, reduce man hours and speed up cavity start up time, this16

paper presents a control theme that relies solely on the reflected power mea-17

surement. The control algorithm for the nonlinear system is developed through18

Lyapunov’s method. The controller stabilizes the resonance frequency of the19

cavity using a nonlinear control algorithm in combination with a gradient esti-20

mation method. Experimental results of the proposed system on a test cavity21

show that the resonance frequency can be tuned to its optimum operating point22

while the start up time of a single cavity and the accompanied man hours are23

significantly decreased. A test result of the fully commissioned control system on24

one of TRIUMF’s DTL tanks verifies its performance under real environmental25

conditions.26
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